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Abstract—A new method for condition monitoring of an electrical machine is proposed. The method uses the power leads to the machine itself as the communication link between the sending station located within the machine and the receiving station located remotely outside the machine. The required communication circuit to realize data transmission in both the cases of the ordinary 60 Hz power line and the special PWM inverter-fed power line is then constructed. The communication circuit uses an asynchronous serial communication protocol and an FSK modulation for realizing frequency multiplexing in the power line. An on-line winding temperature monitoring system for an inverter-fed induction machine is constructed using this power line communication link. Experimental results demonstrate satisfactory operation of the system.

I. INTRODUCTION

ON-LINE condition monitoring of an electric machine has become an area of increasing interest and importance to electrical utilities and process industries. Owing to its effectiveness in preventing catastrophic failures of a machine and reducing maintenance costs, condition monitoring has proved to be a viable means of improving system reliability and reducing the overall system cost, especially in large machines [1].

While most of the research efforts have been focused on the implementation of a variety of monitoring techniques to obtain as many meaningful machine operating parameters as possible, it is obvious that the transmission of monitoring data can become even more important and cost involved when a monitoring or control station is to be located remotely from within a machine. For example, in concentrated monitoring centers in process and mining industries where access to machines is dangerous or prohibited, data communication plays an important role in system operation. The installation of an additional data communication network becomes very inconvenient and often adds considerable cost to the monitoring system. Therefore, there remains a considerable opportunity for improving the performance of a monitoring system in the design of a suitable communication link.

As is well known, the electric power transmission line has been utilized to carry communication signals by electrical utility companies for more than 60 years [2]. Recently, the low-voltage intrabuilding power distribution line has also been explored extensively for replacing special communication cables for computer local area network (LAN's), load management and telemetering, office and home automation, etc. [3]–[5]. The major advantages of using the power line as a communication link are the elimination of substantial costs involved with cable installation and maintenance, simplification of system configuration, and the use of a simple and standard communication interface in the form of wall socket plug. The penalties are an increase of the transmitter and receiver circuit topologies and the use of more complicated signal transmission and recovering techniques. However, these problems have been alleviated greatly by today’s advanced signal processing and LSI techniques. Overall, considerable gains in advantages versus disadvantages have been obtained in more and more areas through employment of power line communication (PLC) techniques.

It is obvious that the PLC technique will also bring considerable benefits and changes to the condition monitoring of electrical machines. Due to the increasing tendency of using on-line machine condition monitoring to reduce operation costs and to increase reliability [6], an increasing importance of power line communication in electrical machine applications can also be observed. Also, an ever increasing number of feedback channels from the machine’s terminal conditions is required for high-efficiency and high-performance control operations. In other words, today’s requirements for machine condition monitoring, field orientation control, and high-performance drive and power converter techniques are all becoming increasingly dependent on communication requirements between the machine and a suitable monitoring or control station. Therefore, utilization of a power line communication link could open a new field of research for electrical machine monitoring and control.

The introduction of power line communication techniques leads to the concept of a new condition monitoring system using the power line as a communication link as shown in Fig. 1. The sending station, which is located inside the machine itself, will make the machine become “smart” with self-diagnostic and talking capabilities which can be activated merely by connecting a receiving station to the power line. Such a package inside a machine will also enable existing converters or drives to improve their
For a PWM inverter-fed power line, the transmission characteristics are completely different. This is because the inverter output voltage basically consists of pulses or square waves with variable frequency and duration. Thus, it requires much wider spectrum for power delivery. Another distinctive difference is that the 60 Hz power line is the output of a transformer or a generator, while the output of a PWM inverter-fed power line is the output of transistors or switching components, which results in different impedance characteristics.

For a typical sinusoidal PWM inverter, the output line voltage possesses a spectrum as shown in Fig. 2. In comparison with the 60 Hz power line, which has only a single fundamental frequency at 60 Hz, large amounts of switching frequency harmonics exist from several kilohertz to several hundred kilohertz.

While the amplitude of frequency components above several hundred kilohertz is small, it is possible to utilize this high-frequency band for communication purposes based on frequency multiplexing theory as shown in Fig. 2.

For frequency multiplexing, an ideal filter is assumed available to separate all PWM frequency components from the communication signals. In practice, two facts make it difficult to construct such a filter:

1) Due to the extremely high amplitude of the switching noises, which is as high as the dc link voltage, an almost infinite attenuation would be required for the filter to reduce the PWM harmonics to an insignificant level.

2) Due to the parasitic effects and the switching frequency, which is as high as several kilohertz with a magnitude of several hundred volts, the switching noise would couple through the parasitic capacitors and directly enter the output of the filter.

Thus, it will not be surprising to find from Section IV that all the communication signals are deeply buried in the PWM noise, no matter what type of filter is used. It is therefore a challenge for the design of a communication link in such a hostile environment.

III. NEW MONITORING SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

The analysis of the PWM inverter-fed power line transmission characteristics leads to the system as shown in Fig. 3 to realize communication in a sinusoidal PWM inverter-fed power line, and thus implement the new condition monitoring system configuration. From the viewpoint of spectrum analysis, the 60 Hz power line can be visualized as a special type of PWM inverter-fed power line. Hence, the communication link presented here will also operate on the 60 Hz power line. Nevertheless, we will confine our discussion in this paper to the case involving a PWM inverter-fed power line.

The new monitoring system is divided as a sending station which is located inside the motor itself and a receiving station located remotely outside the motor. The sending station consists of a data acquisition unit to obtain the monitored operation parameters, a transmitter to send the encoded carrier through the power line, and a microcontroller to encode the data using an asynchronous serial communication protocol and to coordinate the work...
of the data acquisition unit. The receiving station consists of a receiver to recover the carrier signal from the power line, a microcontroller to decode the data, and a monitor to display the received data or a controller to process the data for control purposes.

The communication link of the system uses a line coupling principle similar to that used in ordinary power line communication circuits. The line coupling circuit is used to block the low-frequency PWM waves in the power line while providing a path for high-frequency communication carrier to the power line. The carrier frequency is selected by using frequency division or multiplexing techniques. In our prototype implementation with a sinusoidal PWM inverter with a switching frequency equal to 12 kHz, it was calculated that the optimal carrier frequency is 5 MHz.

Frequency division principles suggest that only carrier frequencies higher than several hundred kilohertz are feasible for transfer to ensure sufficient margin for separation with the PWM waves. However, the requirements for data rate are considerably different from one case to another. It is therefore necessary to use special modulation techniques to encode the data into carrier signals. In the prototype link, frequency-shift keying (FSK) modulation is used. The carrier is chosen as sinusoidal wave so that less EMI is achieved.

A. Transmitter

A prototype circuit of transmitter, shown in Fig. 4, accepts serial data from a microcontroller. The NE5080 FSK modulation IC generates a sinusoidal carrier frequency according to the data in its input pin. If the data input is “1,” it produces a frequency of 6.5 MHz carrier at its output, and if the data input is “0,” then it produces a frequency of 3.5 MHz. The FSK outputs a 1 V p-p signal, which is too small to reject the PWM switching impulse noise and to accommodate the line impedance variation. Thus, a booster circuit utilizing a class B amplifier is employed to magnify the signal amplitude and provide drive ability. The line coupling circuit, which consists of a high-frequency transformer and two capacitors, is basically a high-pass filter such that the modulated FSK carrier signal will pass with very small attenuation. The other function of the line coupling is to provide an

impedance matching between the booster output and the power line.

B. Receiver

The prototype receiver circuit to recover the transmitted communication signal from the power line is shown in Fig. 5. Its function is to select the communication carrier signal from the power line, decode the data from the carrier, and then output data to the monitor or controller. The line coupling network is similar to that of the transmitter for passing only the carrier signal and providing impedance matching. Since the power line noise presented at the receiver transformer secondary can be as high as 70 V p-p, a ten-pole Butterworth bandpass filter is designed to select the communication channel frequency to reduce its effects. The signal is then sent to the FSK demodulation circuit NE5081, which outputs a digit “1” at its output pin if the received frequency is 6.5 MHz or “0” if the frequency is 3.5 MHz. As the line impulse noise is also present at the decoded data signal, complicated digital or analog filtering techniques are incorporated to discriminate noise from the data.

C. Data Acquisition Unit

The data acquisition is performed by the A/D submodule of the MCU or the Motorola MC68HC16 microcontroller. In the prototype circuit (see Fig. 6), only machine winding temperatures are monitored. The temperature measurement uses an LM335 integrated temperature sensor. The interface is shown in Fig. 6. Winding temperature
Fig. 4. Prototype transmitter circuit.

Fig. 5. Prototype receiver circuit.

Fig. 6. Data acquisition circuit for winding temperature measurement.
data are then sampled by the MCU, converted into serial asynchronous data by the MCU serial communication port, and then sent to the transmitter modulation circuit.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Typical transmitter waveforms are depicted in Fig. 7. The impulse noise corresponds to the PWM switching action. For each PWM switching action, there is one impulse noise produced. The impulse noise is so strong that even after passing through the line coupling circuit, its amplitude still far exceeds the Zener limit of the protection circuits. Because the impulse noise also enters the output of the transmitter, it causes corruption of the communication signal at each PWM switching instant. A close view of the transmitter waveforms shown in Fig. 7(b) demonstrates that the transmitter ceases to function properly during each PWM switching interval. Thus, it is obvious that no communication signals are actually transmitted during the PWM switching intervals. Fortunately, for a baud rate up to 9600 b/s, the duration for each data bit will be much longer than a PWM switching interval. This makes it possible for the receiver to use filtering to smooth the received data signals.

The receiver signal waveforms are plotted in Fig. 8. These traces demonstrate that they are also corrupted by the PWM switching noise. As the impulse noise results from the PWM switching harmonics, it has extremely large amplitude; the noise cannot be attenuated effectively by a filter. Also, due to its high-frequency components, the PWM noise can couple directly into the output of the filter through the parasitic or distributed capacitors. Therefore, it is found that the PWM noise is also present at almost any point of the receiver circuit. Even after the demodulation circuit, one can still find that the decoded data signal is actually buried under the PWM switching noise. Thus, an impulse discrimination circuit is required to recover the data signals from the noise. Such an impulse noise discrimination circuit can be formed by using a low-pass filter or a digital filtering algorithm. In our experiment, both circuits have been tested to be able to operate satisfactorily for the purpose of recovering transmitted data. An output of the recovered data from the impulse noise discrimination filter is included in trace 4 of Fig. 8.

To demonstrate the operation of the new condition monitoring system, the winding temperature of a 10 hp induction motor has been monitored. The winding temperature is measured by the LM335 temperature sensors, digitized by the A/D port of the MCU and then sent by the transmitter into the power line. The induction motor is driven by a sinusoidal PWM inverter with a 12 kHz switching frequency. The length of the power line from the inverter to the motor was 250 ft. The receiving station was located at the end of the 250 ft line near the inverter. Data communication signals were picked up by the receiver from this inverter-fed power line, decoded, and recovered using the impulse noise discrimination circuit. The recovered data were then sent to a dummy terminal in our experiments for the purpose of displaying the winding temperature. While not practical to show the results in pictorial form, it has been found that the monitoring system functions very satisfactorily with a transmission baud rate up to 9600 b/s. The bit error rate at low baud rate has been verified to be smaller than $10^{-4}$. However, with an increase of data baud rate, the bit error rate will also increase and become equal to $10^{-5}$ at a baud rate of 9600 b/s, which is still adequate for fast, reliable data transfer.
V. CONCLUSIONS

A new condition monitoring system using the power line as a communication link has been proposed in this paper. A major finding of this work is that it is possible to transfer data along the output terminals of a PWM inverter. Thus, the power line communication techniques are extended for the first time to the inverter-fed power line. The communication link prototype developed demonstrated by experiments to be able to operate satisfactorily up to a baud rate of 9600 b/s. Based on this novel communication link prototype, an induction machine winding temperature monitoring system has been constructed. Successful on-line condition monitoring and data transfer through an inverter-fed power line have been carried out by experiment. It is clear that the new concepts presented in this paper could be extended to incorporate actual real-time control of the machine, thereby eliminating the wires associated with encoders and the like. Work is proceeding at the University of Wisconsin to make this concept a reality.
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